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About Wayne Ulanski 
A lyricist at heart, Wayne has been writing songs for 
his entire life. Topics include: Love and Loss (You Got to 
Love Her), Social Commentary (Why War?), 
Observations (Ironic), Celebrating Life (Cervesa con 
Lima) and a range of other song-worthy issues. 

As a “full-time hobby” his commitment to songwriting 
served to keep him focused during his professional life 
while soothing the nagging desire to remain involved in 
his life dream – music. 

To showcase his work, he has posted his catalog of albums on the  Reverb Nation  

(website ) 

The site has categorized his styles and includes: Pop, Ballads, Rock, and his new 
album, Stratosphere 

Some of the many positive comments about his songs has inspired this attempt to 
reach key decision makers in the industry. 

Once asked about his approach to songwriting, Wayne commented; 
“Songwriting is a craft that requires work every day. Each writer must develop his 
own approach and process for creating. Like, ‘What’s First?’ Title, melody, lyrics? 
That’s all up to the songwriter. But one bit of wisdom I often share is, if you want 
to write one hit song you must compose one hundred. For me, I most often hear 
something that gets the juices flowing and then I build from there. Sometimes the 
melody drives the lyrics, and sometimes the lyrics drive the melody. Ultimately, 
just follow your heart and let the song evolve as your ideas are expressed. It’s 
about Trusting yourself” 
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Some of the many positive comments about his songwriting inspired this latest project, 
“Stratosphere”. 
 
“Wayne uses lyrical imagery to create stories about universal things in a unique 
way.” RS, Temecula, CA  
  
“You get caught up in his stories and discover a foundation of some very cool 
music from a very talented group.” LL, New Jersey  
  
“Turn it on and enjoy a relaxing evening. “ MR, Indiana 
  
“Wow! I didn't realize how much I missed having a cool soundtrack to help get me 
through the day.” MS, Florida  
  
“Easy to listen to.  Hard to forget.” BK, New York  

“Wayne is a serious artist. I've said that from the start. But now he has risen to a 
whole new level of musicianship and performance. And what a thrill to witness 
that.” - CA, Vocal Arranger/Vocalist 

"Kenny Rankin meets Stephen Bishop meets Steely Dan meets Jimmy Buffet." - JB 

“The songs are as light and bubbly as champagne on the high seas, yet oddly 
complex and intellectual.” MD, Long Beach 

“Soul-inflected ultra-smooth rock with unabashed sun-drenched soaring vocals 
and harmonies.” RS, California 
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Contact Information 
Wayne Ulanski  
(Long Beach, California) 
 
Band Website: www.BrownTheCousCous.net 
Email: Mugshot.WU@gmail.com 
Cell:    908-499-3931 
 

Social Media Presence--- 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/wayne.ulanski 
InstaGram: https://www.instagram.com/brownthecouscous/ 
 

Portfolio--- 
You will find my “Catalog of Tunes” at: 
 

 
Streaming Sites for the latest album (“Stratosphere”): (Click on any) 

Please purchase our album online at BandCamp 
Music Videos 
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